A Pernicious Idea
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A couple weeks ago, a man contacted me, and after a long complaint about everything under the sun, he made a strange remark --- he said that some people in The Texas Assembly told him (a wealthy man with good contacts) that he could "take" Texas.

I raised an eyebrow.

Take Texas?

I'm sorry. Texas is already taken by millions of Texans who live there. And if there ever was any question about that, it has been resolved in their favor for over a decade, as a result of action taken by the Federation of States.

Still, he persisted. He was given information to the effect that a guy with a few million dollars to spend could "take" Texas, that is, own and control it. And who were these people?

Dissident members of The Texas Assembly who were also talking trash about the Federation and Federation oversight of the Assembly Process.

They were urging him on, encouraging him to join the Assembly and bowl it over with his money --- and they apparently thought that the people of Texas were weak-minded, lazy, ignorant, and ready for the picking.

My other eyebrow went up.

That's not the people of Texas I know.

I was already sorta pitying the Flat Ass who tried to take as much as a cactus from them and otherwise letting my mind wander before I said, "Well, that's very interesting, but Texas was reclaimed for the people who live there and there is a substantial population there now that would disagree with any attempt to "take" Texas."
But I wondered about that call. He was tipping me off. Letting me know that a move was on, from inside The Texas Assembly, to solicit corporate investors to come in and knock it off and share the spoils.

At least some people in The Texas Assembly were evidently no-good crooks who thought they saw an opportunity to enrich themselves at the expense of other Texans. They were actively going out to potential investors trying to sell this Golden Opportunity.

I later found out that the Ringleaders pushing this idea to these investors were connected to MI6 front organizations that have been trying their darndest to both compete with The American States Assembly for support, and, trying to pull off the same credit fraud scheme that the Brits pulled back in 1868 ---- incorporate a dummy commercial corporation calling itself "The United States of America --- Incorporated" and use it to impersonate us and gain access to our credit.

Just picture your old Granny standing behind the refrigerator with her eye on the Cookie Jar and a big old-fashioned Fly Swatter in her hand, ready to jump out on Junior and make him regret being born.
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